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Introduction 

During the commiseioning of an accelerator, rtorage ring, 
or beam transfer line, one of the important task6 of an accel- 
erator physicist b to check the &&-order optic6 of the beam 
line and to look for errors in the 6y6tem. Conceptually, it is 
important to distinguish between technique6 for finding the 
machine errors that are the cowc of the problem and tech- 
niques for correcting the beam errors that are the rerult of 
the machine errors. In this paper we will limit our preeenta- 
tion to certain applications of these two method6 for finding or 
correcting beam-focus error6 and beam-kick error6 that ai%ct 
the profile and trajectory of the beam nepectively. Many of 
these methods have been u6ed ruccesefully in the commission- 
ing of SLC systems. In order not to waste expensive beam 
time we have developed and used a beam-line 6imulator to 
test the ideas that have not been tested experimentally. To 
save valuable physicist’s time we have further automated the 
beam-kick error-finding procedures by adopting methods from 
the field of artificial intelligence to develop a prototype expert 
system.’ Our experience with this prototype ha6 demonstrated 
the usefulness of expert ryetems in solving accelerator control 
problems. The expert system is able to find the 6ame solu- 
tions a6 an expert phyeicist but in a more systematic fashion. 
The methods u6ed in these procedures and 6ome of the recent 
applications will be described in thii paper. 

Defining the Process 

We treat any system as a beam line. For an accelerator sec- 
tion or transfer syetem, the beam line can be treated M  a single 
paae system. In a storage ring, the beam line can be treated 
as a closed periodic system. In both systems the inputs to 
the procedures are the measured beam trajectory values at the 
BPM’s (beam position monitors). Let x = (zr,zs, . . . . zi ,...) 
represent either the horizontal or vertical BPM measurements. 
Let dx = (dz1,dz2,..., dzi,...) represent the difference in the 
trajectory or closed orbit measurements, before snd after mak- 
ing a specific change to the beam line. The error-finding prc+ 
cea6 requires a sophisticated numerical optimization program 
that. fits the simulated beam trajectory error6 from a model 
of the machine to the input be6.m trqjectory. Thii is done by 
varying the machine model errors to obtain a ‘best match” 
between the simulation and the measurement. The aim of the 
process is to 6nd the best poesible model to reprorent the ma- 
chine. How well the model represents the machine depend6 on 
the magnitude of the machine error6 and the accuracy of the 
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measurements. Only after an accurate model is used can the 
error-correcting program6 be used effectively to reduce errors 
in the beam parameters. 

The output of the error4nding processes are the possi- 
ble beam-focus and beam-kick errors introduced by the beam 
line element6 ruch as the bending magnet+ quadrupole mag- 
neta, and RF accelerator reetiona. The po66ible beam-focus 
errors are cau6ed by quadrupole gradient error6 or beam en- 
ergy error% Here, the focu66ing rtrength of a quadrupole mag- 
net is equal to the field gradient divided by the beam energy. 
The possible beam-kick error6 are caused by quadrupole align- 
ment erron, bending magnet field errors, or transverse RF 
field errors in the accelerator sections. The methods used in 
these error-finding proce~ee will be described in the following 
6ections. 

Finding Quadrupole Focus Errors 

In practice, it is possible to u6e the “design” model to de- 
termine if there are any large errors in the beam line. This is 
done by comparing d&r with dxm, where 

and dxm is the mecrsured change in xm produced by a specific 
current change in a corrector element at the “launch” point, 
denoted by a 6ub6cript “0”. The superscript m  refer6 to the 
measured qu6.ntity and the superscript p refers to the predicted 
quantity from the model simulation. The predicted value of 0; 
is dependent on the corrector element calibration that con- 
verts magnet current to bending angle. In particular, for a 
6mglepa66 beam line R12 i6 the l-2 element of the transport 
matrix element that transform6 the value6 of (6j,dj,6j) along 
the beam line where 6: is the elope of the trajectory and 6, is 
the energy difference equal to (E - Em,)j/Em, where the beam 
energy is E and the machine reference energy is Ed. This pro- 
cedure ha6 been implemented on-line a6 a stsndard method for 
checking a beam line. If the corrector calibration is unknown, 
the value of $ is djueted to fit dx6 to &cm. By rtudying the 
difference6 between dxp and dx”‘, the user can quickly decide 
if there are any large focus problems. A typical example of a 
large focus error problem i6 given in Fig. 1 for the beam line 
connecting the Damping Ring to the LINAC, a6 illustrated by 
the mhsmatch between the solid and dashed linea. 

The program u6e6 a non-linear optimization package to find 
the focus error6 by minimiiing the non-linear function, 

m in~(tfz,“-dzy 
rummed over all i monitors, where 

q = &(deeign + focus error6)ic 0: . 

The value of RI? is computed from the machine functions 
with the given focus error6 in the beam line elements. In 
addition, if a BPM is located at the launch point, then dzi 
may also include the effect6 of a non-6ero dz? in the term 
R:,(deeign + focus error6)ic dzr. This enables us to fit for the 
value of Rrr. For a single-pa66 beam line, dz7 can be adjusted 
experimentally using a corrector upstream of the launch point. 
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For this ca6e, the eolution, $, also includes the change in zb 
introduced by the upstream corrector. The calibration of the 
corrector at the launch point is given by the ratio of &, and the 
measured corrector current change. The values of the focus 
errors and 00 are adjusted in this minimization procedure by 
the optimization program, NPSLAC.’ Figure 1 al60 show6 a 
typical result, using the above procedures, to find a focus error, 
as.illustrated by the match between the solid and dotted lines. 
In fact, we have ueed this procedure succesefully several t ime6 
in the commissioning of a closed eyetern, the SLC Damping 
Rings. 

BPM Readings 
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Fig. 1. Checking a single pass system for possible focus errors: 
dxm = solid, dxp = dashes, and dx6 (model with a 2% error 
in one of the quadrupole magnets) = dots. 

Finding Alignment Errors 

In contrast to the beam focus ca6e, it ia possible to directly 
check for any large beam-kick errors due to misalignment of 
elements directly, without using a model. This can be done by 
comparing xm with &cbcm, both measured experimentally under 
specific conditions at the launch point: 26 = 0 and do = 00. In 
practice, any one of the BPM’s can be chosen to be a launch 
point. Corrector6 upstream of the launch point can then be 
used to obtain the required launch conditions. In addition, this 
method requires that all of the correctors downstream from the 
launch point be turned off. Since the zy are affected by beam- 
kick errors and the dzy are not, a large discrepancy between 
zr and dz? indicate6 a large beam kick error. In the presence 
of such errors, it is necessary to vary the value of 2. to optimize 
the range of beam transmission along the beam line. Note that 
dzm is the difference between the trajectories having do = 200 
and zb = eo. 

If there is a beam-kick problem due to transverse 
quadrupole alignment errors, NPSLAC can be is urred to find 
the beam-kick errors, Bk, that minimize the 6um of the equares 
of the linear function, 

min C(zr - s$2 , 

where the sum is over all the monitors i, and 

with k denoting the kth quadrupole element in the beam line. 
Unlike the example shown in Fig. 1, there are now up to k 

error6 in a beam line. Also in the ca6e where i is lees than k 
the problem is under-determined making it difficult to locate 
a few discrete error6 out of many poesibilitiea. It is possible 
to u6e an expert system to “intelligently” reduce the search 
space of possible error6 M) that an error can be found more ef- 
ficiently. For this application, the expert system firat performs 
a Uglobal” test where it allows all the k element mis-alignments 
to vary while fitting to the reference trajectory. The results of 
this experiment give a ameared out picture of the actual mis- 
alignments, that is, a single discrete mie-alignment may appear 
as a region of several smaller mie-alignment6 in the vicinity of 
the actual error. To more precisely locate the errors, “local” 
experiment6 are performed where only a few error6 are allowed 
over a e&-region containing fewer element6 and monitors. 

The use of NPSLAC has enabled us to lind focus error6 au- 
tomatically given a set of po66ible mia-focuased elements. The 
constraint feature of NPSLAC ha6 made it po66ible to find re- 
alistic eolutions’ even for cruxes where the betatron phase shift 
between correctors is n6. However, it ie etill poasible that the 
error-correcting procedure6 may fail to Snd an acceptable so- 
lution to the problem. In this instance, the error is 60 large 
that the error-finding program6 muat be used. To use these 
methods the physicist first guesses where the error6 are to re- 
strict the problem to a reasonable size, bearing in mind the 
The physicizt mu6t al60 bear in mind the dependence of the 
relative phase ahiit between correctors/errors and monitors. 

Correcting Beam Errors 

After the large errors have been located by the error-finding 
methods they can be 6xed on the physical beam line. The 
beam-focus errors that were found can then be included in the 
model as correction factors. Any residual problems remaining 
on the beam-line can be corrected using the error-correcting 
programs. s” Methods of these program6 are similar to those 
of the error-finding programs, but there is one conceptual dif- 
ference between the two: finding large machine error6 is easy; 
however, correcting large beam error6 may be impossible be- 
cause the strength and number of corrector6 is limited. Fur- 
thermore, the eolution may also depend on which correctors 
are used in the model calculations for optimization. As a rule 
of thumb, the problem region should contain several monitors 
past the last possible error. For example, NPSLAC may be 
used for finding the beam-kick at the correctors, ok, by mini- 
mizing the 6ame function 6s WBB minimized in the case of find- 
ing alignment errors except that the subscript k now refers to 
the correctors. Using NPSLAC it may be po6sible to impose 
the constraints: lekl 5 .maz gk and (zi(re6idual)l 5 m6.x 2i. 
With this scheme, the u6er can study the effects of different 
value6 of m8x zi on the eolution. 

A eimilar method can be used to restore the trajectory to 
a reference value by minimizing, dzy, the change in trajec- 
tory from the reference values. This scheme ha6 been applied 
successfully in the feedback ayetern’ that restores the launch 
condition (dzo,dzb,&). The method solves for the values of 
(dzo,dz& &) by minimizing the 6ame function 6s wa6 mini- 
mized in the focus error ca6e, except that the index i refers to 

l Care must taken in the choice of the launch point to avoid 
*ill-conditioning” in the fitting procedure which occurs 
when the betatron phase shift between the error(s) and 
the launch point is nr. 
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specific BPM’a used in the feedback system and 

where ddo is the change in angle, and && ie the change in energy 
at the launch point. Since dzo is 6 measured quantity, it may 
not be needed in the fitting. Furthermore, the reference energy, 
Emf may al60 be adjusted using NPSLAC 66 described in the 
section on focus errora. In this ca6e, all the focus errors vary 
inversely 6s Enf, a condition that can easily be included in the 
constrained fitting. 

In the presence of noisy monitor data, several iteration6 
of the procedure are sometimes required to reduce the reeid- 
ual error6 to an acceptable level. The solution converges when 
the scaled differences of the fit value6 between successive iter- 
ations are used for the next iteration. Furthermore, it may be 
possible to improve the signal-t&noise ratio by using multiple 
scans of the BPM’s. In addition, the monitor data can be fil- 
tered by throwing out scans that are more than one standard 
deviation from the mean and using the recomputed mean a6 
the BPM value. Additional improvement may be gained by 
weighting the BPM values in the optimization by the inverse 
of it6 standard deviation. 

Using Simulation Method6 

Not all of the idea6 described in the previous section6 have 
been implemented and they have been denoted by the bold- 
faced word may throughout the text. It is poseible to test 
the other feature6 without wasting beam time with the uBe 
of a beam lime simulator. The development of a beam line 
simulation program requires a lattice modeling code, an op- 
timization code, and a code for simulating fluctuations in the 
beam parameter data. In our application we have used the lat- 
tice code, COMFORT,’ a Bophisticated optimization program, 
NPSLAC, and a beam simulator, PLUS (Prediction6 from Lat- 
tice Using Simulation). The use of COMFORT-PLUS in find- 
ing the focus-errors and kick-errors ha6 aaved much valuable 
beam time while making the difficult task of commissioning 
the Damping Rings and the LINAC considerably easier. Be- 
cause of its ~ucce88, COMFORT-PLUS ie being modified to be 
more transportable’ M) that it can be used for the commis- 
sioning and start-up of any accelerator or storage ring eystem. 

The eimulator can be ueed in one of three modea. First, 
the simulator can be used manually to 6ee directly the effects 
of errors on the beam, which helps in makiig gueasea about the 
errors. Second, an optimization program con be ueed to deter- 
mine the best fit value6 of the error6 to the beam data. In some 
cases the error-finding and error-correcting method6 may find 
multiple solution6 that must be interpreted to find the 6be6t” 
answer. Our experience with the simulator shows that there 
i6 still a great need for the skills of an experienced accelera- 
tor physicist to choose the beet anewer. Thus, we have taken 
our method6 one step further by using COMFORT-PLUS as 
the basis for the prototype development of a beam line expert 
system, ABLE, to automate thii task. 
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being an Expert Syetem 

In ABLE we have combined simulation method6 together 
with expert heuristics into a unified hybrid expert system. This 
hybrid approach has allowed us to 6ave beam time as well as 
physicist’6 time by automatically performing experiment de- 
sign and analysis. The uBe of simulation has permitted the 
almost simultaneous development of an error-finding method- 
ology and it6 implementation into the expert system. 

Using the method6 described in the previous sections, the 
expert syetem limt perform6 a global experiment which defines 
likely problem regions. It then perform6 a series of local exper- 
iments, interpreting the results to plan new experiments that 
will better model the problem. 

For finding alignment errors, the expert 6ystem often finds 
several ‘&ceptable” solution6 to a problem. The acceptability 
is determined by how well the fitted monitor data agree6 with 
the reference data and by the consistency of the solution during 
the optimization. The acceptable solutions can then be further 
analyzed to find the ‘Lbestn candidate solution. 

This automated procedure has been tested in simulation 
and can find errors as well a6 an expert accelerator physicist. 
At present, the simulation and expert system are waiting to 
be applied to the commissioning of the SLC final focus eystem. 
The development of the ABLE prototype ha6 demonstrated 
that the use of a hybrid expert system is a new and viable 
approach to beam line control, and may be generalized to og 
timize other function6 of a beam line. 
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